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[57] ABSTRACT 

A vessel having a cover connected thereto by a unique hinge 
contains a basket supported ?lter bag for ?ltering liquid under 
pressure that enters the mouth of the bag through an inlet in 
the cover and is discharged through an outlet in the bottom of 
the vessel. The hinge is provided with a liquid inlet passage 
which communicates with a liquid supply plumbing connec 
tion which is permanent and need not be disturbed when the 
cover is arriving open, or closed. The cover contains a 
manifold that serves not only as a liquid inlet, but also as a 
handle. Annular seals caused by the rim of the basket are 
located on the annular wall of the body of the vessel so that 
when the cover is simply closed and clamped, leakage of the 
pressurized liquid is prevented above the bag, as well as from 
the vessel itself. 

13 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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PRESSURIZED LIQUID-FILTERING APPARATUS 

This invention relates to pressurized liquid-?ltering ap 
paratus, and more particularly to ?lter bag pressure vessels. 

In the past pressurized liquid-?ltering vessels comprised 
liquid ?lling supply pipelines which required disconnect 
couplings, ?exible hoses, or other types of means for manually 
disconnecting the liquid inlet line in order to open the top of 
the vessel. Such disconnections and connections of the plumb 
ing for gaining access to the ?lter bag involved considerable 
downtime of the apparatus. The old apparatus was also expen 
sive because of the sealing arrangements which required 
groove-machining of the cover and adjoining parts to control 
unwanted leakage of the liquid being ?ltered. 
The main object of this invention is to solve such problems 

of the prior art by the provision of a permanent plumbing con 
nection for the pressurized liquid which does not interfere 
with easy opening of the vessel for‘inspection, replacement of 
the ?lter bag, and cleaning. 
Another object is to provide pressurized liquid-?ltering ap 

paratus that is simple in construction and use, affords quick 
access to the ?lter chamber between ?ltering cycles, and is in 
expensive to make and operate. 
A further object is to provide a ?lter bag pressure vessel 

having improved liquid O-ring sealing means between the 
cover and the rims of the bag and body of the vessel, compris 
ing a removable multichannel ?ange member on the basket 
for the O-rings. 

Brie?y according to the invention there is provided a liquid 
pressurized vessel for ?ltering liquid through a basket backed 
?lter bag therein, comprising a saving cover having a passage 
for conducting the liquid into the mouth of the bag from a 
hinge member through which the liquid ?ows into the vessel. 
Thus, the cover can be closed and opened without disturbing 
the external plumbing by means of which liquid under pres 
sure is supplied to the vessel during the ?ltering cycle. 

in one modi?cation the hinge itself constitutes a liquid inlet 
way through the axis thereof, whereas in another preferred 
modi?cation the liquid inlet way is established and sealed ad 
jacent the actual hinge upon closure of the cover. In any case 
the hinged cover contains a manifold that serves as a hinge 
member, inlet pipe and handle as integral parts. 
A unique sealing means is provided for preventing liquid 

leakage from the joint when the cover is closed, as well from 
one side of the rim of the ?lter bag to the other directly under 
the cover during the ?ltering operation, comprising a remova 
ble ?ange member having multiple O-ring sealing channels. 
The ?ange member constitutes the rim of the basket in which 
the ?lter bag nests, and is removable from the vessel with the 
basket and bag. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is fragmentary view namely in perspective with parts 

broken away of a ?lter bag pressure vessel illustrative of the 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is a similar view of a modi?cation. 
Referring to FIG. 1 there is shown a vessel 10 comprising a 

hollow body or shell 12 having an outlet 14 in the concavo 
convex bottom thereof, and a cover 16 hinged by a transverse 
pin 18 to a lateral bracket 20 that is secured to the upper side 
of shell 12. The top of the body 12 is provided with an integral 
annular rim 22 having onwardly and outwardly extending 
?anges 24 and 26, respectively; and a ?at upper annular sur 
face 28. Resting on the surface 28 is a multichannel ring or 
?ange member 30 having a downwardly extending inner 
?ange 32 which ?ts the inner annular surface of the body 
?ange 24. 
The ?ange 32 is connected to and supports the upper rim of 

a basket 34 comprising a screen for backing and restraining a 
?lter bag 36 therein, having an upper ring or head 38 about 
which the material of the bag is bound so as to have an inner 
annular depending ?ap 40. The ring or ?ange member 30 is 
provided with an inwardly and upwardly facing groove 42 in 
which the bag-material-bound ring or head 36 nests when 
forced downwardly by the smooth under surface 44 of the 
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cover 16. The ?ange member 30 is also formed to provide a 
downwardly opening channel 46 an an upwardly opening 
channel 48 in which concentric inner and outer O-rings 50 
and 52, respectively, are disposed. The O-rings are composed 
of rubber or soft plastic, and are somewhat greater in width or 
thickness than the depth of the channels, so that when the 
cover 16 is closed, they are compressed between the smooth 
under surface 44 of cover 16 and the smooth annular surface 
28 to form a good seal. The bottom of inner O-ring is also 
pressed against the ?at annular surface 28 of ?ange 24 while 
the top O-ring is pressed against the ?at annular surface 44 on 
cover 16. Stop bars 76, in turn, keep the basket 34 properly 
spaced from the cylindrical wall of the body 12, so that the 
liquid after being ?ltered can ?ow freely downwardly in th 
resulting cylindrical space. » 
A spacer plate 54 is mounted on the bracket 20 under liquid 

inlet manifold 56 of cover 16. The plate 54 is provided with a 
liquid inlet pipe 58 which is connected to pressurized liquid 
supply 59 in internal communication with a corresponding 
hole 60 in the plate 54, so that when the cover 16 is closed 
liquid under pressure ?ows along the path of arrow 62 from 
inlet pipe 58 into manifold 56. An O-ring 64 located in an an 
nular groove 66 in the plate 54 at the edge of the hole 60, 
prevents any leakage of the pressurized liquid in such area. 
The liquid to be ?ltered enters the ?ltering chamber 

through a central opening 68 in the cover 16 and then ?ows 
into the open mouth of ?lter bag 36. The manifold 56 is 
rectangular in cross section and extends somewhat beyond a 
front end wall 70 of the liquid passageway, to provide a con~ 
venient handle 72 for lifting the cover 16. The rear end of such 
manifold is closed by a rear end wall 74. A stop bar 76 and 
centering guides 78 assure proper closure of the cover with 
respect to the annular sealing means on the body 12 under the 
cover 16, in which position the parts are clamped by hold 
down bolts 80 on the body 12, in corresponding recesses 82 in 
the cover 16. 

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a modi?cation in which 
the cover 84 is pivoted to the body 86 of the vessel 88 by 
jointed pipe elbows 90 and 92. The elbow 92 is stationary and 
?xed with respect to hinge brackets 94, 94 mounted on the 
side of the upper wall of the body 86. Hinge Brackets 96, 96 
are secured to the cover 84 and connected to the correspond 
ing stationary brackets by hinge pins 98, 98, the longitudinal 
axes of which coincide with each other and axis of the rotation 
of elbow 90 when the cover 84 is swung open, or closed. 

Stationary elbow 92 is permanently connected to the pres 
surized liquid supply 93, while the elbow 90 is connected by a 
short pipe 100 and an elbow 102 to the central hole 104 in 
cover 84. Thus, the pipe 100 serves also as a handle for the 
cover 84. Clamps 106 are provided for securing the cover 84 
to the body 86 during the ?ltering cycle. The sealing assembly 
between the cover 84 and top of the body 86 preferably is like 
that shown and described in connection with FlG. l. 
The advantages of this top ?lling pressure is that permanent 

conventional plumbing can be employed. The arrangement of 
sealing and manifold head or top cover of the vessel, allows 
easy access by the simple hinge arrangement, allowing the 
cover to be raised and lowered thus exposing the entire inside 
of the vessel. Further advantage is that a minimum of com 
ponents are employed: vessel, restrainer basket and ?lter bag, 
in a simple, clean arrangement, so that the inside of the vessel 
shell is smooth and fully exposed, thus greatly facilitating 
cleaning. The advantage of containing contaminates in the bag 
for easy disposal is a nucleus of the invention. Added ad 
vantages are ease of disposal of contaminate, minimum 
downtime in changeover, minimum effort in time, labor and 
clean liquids to clean the vessel. 
Employing ?xed spacers and a solid rim on the top of body 

or shell of the vessel provides the dual function of centering 
the restrainer basket in a ?xed position, plus acting as a stop 
for the cover in the closed position. The stop bar function is 
predetermined and ?xed to insure effective and even sealing 
pressure on the seals (O-rings). 
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Conventional gasketing requires costly machining of 
grooves in the cover and shell of the vessel which is eliminated 
by this invention. Designed into the ?ange area of the 
restrainer basket are grooves to retain O-ring seals. This is ac 
complished by a simple, inexpensive method of manufactur 
ing, such as, stamping, hydro-forming, spinning, etc. 
Not only are the O-rings contained in the restrainer basket, 

but a ledge is also provided on the ID. of the ?anged area of 
the basket to contain the open end of the ?lter bag. The ?lter 
bag is supported by the semirigid, or rigid ring forming the 
open neck of the bag. The pressure and weight of the liquid 
?owing in the bag is sufficient to cause effective sealing of the 
bag to the ?ange ledge thus preventing bypassing or leakage of 
liquid. ln this manner the top O-ring prevents the liquid from 
bypassing, but a small ring of contaminate tends to build up on 
the ?ange between the bag neck and the O-ring. To prevent 
this and to insure that all contaminates are contained in the 
bag, the bag ledge is designed so that the cover of the vessel 
exerts a slight pressure on the bag neck. 
The vessel is made ready for operation by inserting the 

restrainer basket containing the ?lter bag and lowering the 
cover. Swing bolts with bar knobs are adjusted to hold down 
the cover. The amount of sealing compression is regulated by 
the “centering" stop bars, therefore tightening of the bolts can 
be accomplished rapidly and con?dently by hand to effect 
sealing without damage to the seals by over or uneven tighten 

ing. 
The invention lends itself to complete vessel ranges accom 

modating from miniature to multibag applications as well as 
variations within a given vessel. 
A vessel normally accepting a ?lter bag having 3 sq. ft. of 

area may be modi?ed internally to contain bags having 6 or as 
much as 9 sq. ft. of area, with the bag maintaining a simple 
sleeve or core shape. 

This can be accomplished by doubling or tipling back on it 
self, the wall of the restrainer basket. An appropriately longer 
bag will then drape itself over the walls. Subsequent to this, 
multiholes in a larger diameter vessel could contain an ap 
propriate number of restrainer baskets of either, for example, 
3, 6 or 9 sq. ft. area to obtain a large variety of combinations 
of ?lter areas in a minimum of space. Even though a multives 
sel is employed, a single 3 sq. ft. area bag could be used in the 
vessel if desired. The O-ring seals in the restrainer would in 
such case effectively seal off the ports not in use. 
What claimed is: 
l. Pressurized liquid-?ltering apparatus comprising, in com 

bination, 
a vessel having a liquid-?ltering chamber provided with a 

cylindrical wall and a liquid outlet in the bottom thereof; 
a cover hinged to said wall for closing the top of said vessel 
and providing ready and complete access to the ?ltering 
chamber when the cover is swung open; 

hinge means comprising means for conducting liquid under 
pressure to the top of such ?ltering chamber through an 
opening in said cover when the latter is closed; 

permanent external plumbing connection means for supply 
ing liquid under pressure to said hinge liquid-conducting 
means, 

a basket comprising an annular upper ?ange member for 
supporting the basket in such chamber on the top of said 
cylindrical wall with a uniform cylindrical space between 
such wall and the basket, said ?ange member having an 
inwardly and upwardly facing groove therein, 

a ?lter bag having a ring bound in the upper edge thereof 
disposed in said basket with such upper edge partially 
nested in such groove in the ?ange member, 

multiple O-rings associated with said ?ange member for 
sealing the annular space between the inner surface of 
said cover and the top surface of said wall when the cover 
is clamped-closed, and 

manually operable means for clamping said cover on the top 
of said cylindrical wall, with the upper edge of the bag 
compressed between the cover and ?ange member. 

2. The invention as de?ned by claim 1, in which 
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4 
said O-rings are disposed in concentric relationship to each 

other and to said ?ange member, with an annular portion 
of the latter separating said O-rings. 

3. The invention as de?ned by claim 2, in which 
said ?ange member comprises a downwardly opening chan 

nel containing one O-ring in contact with the top of said 
wall adjacent the inner edge thereof, and an upwardly 
opening channel containing the other O-ring in contact 
with the under surface of the cover when closed, and 

the entire O-ring and ?ange member assembly is removable 
with the basket and bag when the cover is open, yet pro 
vides highly effective seal when the cover is closed and 
clamped in such position. 

4. The invention as de?ned by claim 3, in which 
said cover comprises a liquid inlet manifold having a handle 

portion at the inner end thereof, and a hinge portion at 
the outer end thereof. 

5. The invention as de?ned by claim 1, in which 
said hinge means includes a stationary pipe elbow and a 
movable pipe elbow connected to the stationary elbow by 
a joint permitting the cover to be swung open and closed 
about the axis of the hinge means without breaking such 
joint,and 

a short pipe and elbow connecting the opening in the cover 
to said movable elbow. 

6. A vessel for ?ltering liquid under pressure comprising, in 
combination: 

a hollow body having a cylindrical sidewall merging into a 
concavo-convex lower portion provided with an outlet at 
the bottom thereof‘, 

a cover for the top of said body having a central liquid inlet 

therein; 
hinge means connecting said cover to said body for swinging 
movement of the cover upwardly and lateral about a ?xed 
axis to completely swing-open the top of said body; 

clamp means for securing said cover in closed position on 
said body; 

a removable ?lter bag in said body opening upwardly to the 
liquid inlet in said cover; 

plumbing means for delivering liquid to be ?ltered under 
pressure through such liquid opening in the cover, com 
prising a stationary elbow having one arm concentric with 
such ?xed axis, a swingable elbow having a corresponding 
arm that is also concentric with such axis, and seal-means 
connecting said arms of the stationary and swingable el 
bows whereby said cover can be opened and closed by a 
swinging movement about such axis without breaking said 
seal means upon release of said clamp means and opening 
of the cover to provide access to said ?lter bag. 

7. The invention as de?ned by claim 6, in which said cover 
comprises 

a short pipe that serves as a handle a liquid inlet passage 
connecting the other arm of said swingable elbow with 
the liquid inlet in said cover. 

8. The invention as de?ned by claim 1, including 
a screen-bracket for restraining said ?lter bag comprising an 
upper rim connected thereto, said rim having a horizontal 
annular ?ange having a downwardly facing inner channel 
and an upwardly facing outer channel overlapping the an 
nular ?at top surface of said body, 

said body having an internal annular top ?ange the inner 
wall surface of which ?ts the corresponding lateral sur 
face of said rim, 

a liquid sealing O-ring located in each of said annular chan 
nels for effective sealing contact with the under surface of 
said cover and the inner-upper edge of said body ?ange, 
respectively, when the cover is closed and secured by said 
clamp means. 

9. The invention as de?ned by claim 8, in which 
said rim is provided with an annular L-shaped groove 
between said inner channel and the inner wall of said rim, 
which groove faces inwardly and upwardly, and 

said ?lter bag comprises an upper bead having an inner 
downwardly depending flap, 
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whereby said bead sets snugly in such groove when the bag 
is located in said basket, and provides an additional seal 
when the cover is closed. 

10. The invention as de?ned by claim 9, in which 
means are also provided between said cover and body for 

limiting the downward movement of said cover with 
respect to said rim ?ange for protecting the latter when 
said clamp means are tightened, and for also guiding the 
cover vertically as the latter is ?nally closed. 

H. The invention as de?ned by claim 10, in which 
a hinge bracket is mounted on the vessel having a spacer 

plate for separating the back portion of the under surface 
of the cover a predetermined distance from the top of 
said annular wall when the cover is clamped closed, 

said plate having a hole in communication with a cor 
responding hole in the cover; 

means including an O-ring for sealing the joint between 
such holes when the cover is closed; 

a manifold mounted on said cover having a longitudinal 
passage for carrying liquid under pressure from such hole 
to the central opening in said cover; 

said manifold comprising a handle for said cover, and a 
hinge member therefor; and 

a transverse pin connecting said hinge member to said hinge 
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6 
bracket, permitting the cover to be swung upwardly and 
backwardly about the axis of said pin. 

12. The invention as de?ned by claim H, in which 
a stop bar and cover centering guides are provided between 

the body and cover adjacent the front thereof. 
13. A sealing O-ring and basket assembly in combination 

with a pressurized liquid-?ltering vessel having a top cover 
hinged to the body thereof, comprising a ?ange member hav 
ing contiguous concentric individual upwardly and 
downwardly facing channels, said channels being provided 
with upwardly and downwardly facing grooves and a third 
groove for carrying an enlarged bead constituting an upper 
rim of a ?lter bag, said cover being constructed and arranged 
to coact with said enlarged bead and said third groove, cor 
responding O-rings carried in said channels for sealing contact 
with the undersurface of said cover and the top surface of a 
cylindrical wall of said body when said cover is closed, and a 
basket comprising a screen depending from said ?ange 
member into the ?lter chamber of said body for containing a 
?lter bag therein, whereby the assembly can be manually in 
serted in and removed from the body as a unit when the cover 
is opened. 

* * * * * 

WA’) 2 0103 
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